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INTRODUCTION: 

Towards the end of the 15 th. century citrus fruits, particularly the 

sweet orange* were highly valued throughout the countries of the Mediterranean. 

After the discovery of the New World the Spanish and Portuguese extended the 

cultivation of these plants to Florida, Central America, Brazil and the 

Caribbean Islands. The first introduction of citrus to the New World was by 

Columbus in 1473 11)• 

Citrus trees have done well in Trinidad and have been encouraged by 

goverment in past years, particularly the latter part of the 1?? th. century. 

As a result seedling oranges were established at Chaguaramas, the Santa Cruz 

Valley and other valleys of the Northern Range. These orchards were still 

in existence in 1Q00, but due mainly to the lack of local transport and cold 

storage facilities they were cut out and planted to cacao, coconuts and other 

crops. 

About 1Q00 many varieties of orange trees budded on sour orange stocks 

were introduced to Trinidad from Florida and among the varieties introduced 

were Washington, Valencia, Ruby, Majorca, Saul's blood, Parson Brown and Jaffa. 

Among the mandarin group the King and Dancy orange were introduced. The 

planters of Trinidad were induced to plant small scale orchards throughout 

the island to meet the local demand for oranges. There was no serious attempt 

to grow oranges for export before the advent of witches' broom disease of 

cacao, but the small orchards that were established yielded valuable 

information and experience in connection with flavour, bearing capacity, 

shipping quality and the other qualities ofvthe various varieties of orange. 

The first interest in grapefruit production in Trinidad was shown by the 

Trinidad Lake Asphalt Company when in 100? they established an orchard of 

grapefruit in the La Bree district. Approximately 10 years later grapefruit 

orchards were planted by private individuals in the Santa Cruz Valley and at 

Talparo. The expansion of grapefruit growing was slow until the spread of 

witches' broom disease of cacao caused planters to seek other economic crops 

for Trinidad. Further impetus was given the orange and grapefruit industry 

by the cacao subsidy scheme of recent date, whereby planters were given financial 

assistance to convert land unsuited to cacao to other crops. 
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Ab a result of the ircreased demand for young orange and grapefruit 

trees, the government and private individuals have developed nurseries using 

sour orange stocks and in a limited number of cases rough lemon stocks. The 

government nursery has distributed plants at a price below the cost of 

producing them and as early as 1934 the demand was 4 or 5 times the supply. 

The acreage devoted to orange and grapefruit production has continued to 

expand, checked only by the war, and at present citrus ranks 4 th. in value 

of agricultural exports of Trinidad and Tobago. The position of citrus 

exports relative to other agricultural exports is given in table 1. 

Table 1. (2) 

Agricultural Exports of Trinidad and Tobago 

(unitB in B.fc.I. dollars) 

Sugar A 19*7 194? 1949 1950 1951 1052 

By Prod. • 9.957.35* 15»595»575 20,913,499 20,o?5,013 21,?l6,39i 1°,?°7»*12 

Cacao 3,206,242 ?,556,44? 4,520,??? ?,365,610 11,56?,!?? ?,230,<p? 

Citrue 1,05?,*24 2,170,1^0 1,165,969 2,20^,43? 1,5*9,109 1,347,5*7 

Tonca Bean 196,515 93.335 144,612 244,975 23,'4? 22,43* 

Rubber 221,2Q6 2,31? 590 16,535 100,01? 102,?10 

Coffee 266,525 21,654 55?,302 001,50? 1,006,29? 1,433,*75 

Coconuts 1,277.306 72,410 332.406 651,507 621,1?0 1,740,6*4 

Bitters 57*.925 409,542 404 ,575 619,962 721,946 -

Other 310.577 2?4,?22 35?,02? 666,196 ?30,?2O 511,6*1 

Total l6,?72,?44 26,*06,254 2?,376,?6Q 35.737,?32 3?,45?,507 33,2o%o44 

Though the value of citrus exports over the period has shown some 

fluctuation the present trend is toward increased production. In order that 

further improvement may be effected in orchard management, thus maintaining 

the present trend in production, it will be necessary to ascertain the 

existing practices and circumstances affecting production. The object of 

this survey is to present a picture of trends in the industry with regard to 

distribution of estates, orchard management, markets and marketing and 

replanting. 
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